Traffic Incident South of Grand Forks on Interstate 29

**NARRATIVE:** Shortly before 6:00 PM on 03/12/2022, a series of chain-reaction crashes occurred on Interstate 29 near mile marker 132, about 6 miles south of Grand Forks, ND. In addition, several other vehicles ran off the roadway into the median and ditches. The exact number of crashes and severity is not yet determined.

As of 7:25 PM, the scene is still active, and traffic is still slowed.

Most of the involved traffic was northbound traffic, and traffic was heavy. Snow and blowing snow were creating intermittent white-out conditions, and roadways were slippery.

The NDHP reminds motorists to use extra care and adjust their driving and speed accordingly for weather and road conditions.

The crashes remain under investigation by the Highway Patrol.

---

**For More Information Contact:**
Sergeant Ryan Panasuk  701-328-2447
rpanasuk@nd.gov